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A: You don't have an image, as such. You have image tags with alt

attributes, and all that is being displayed is the source of the image, not the
actual image itself. Your problem is not the message, but rather the default

behavior of a browser to display a picture as the alt attribute for the tag.
Try using a placeholder instead, and see if that fixes your problem: The

Promise You Never Make The Promise You Never Make is the sixth studio
album by the Dutch rock band Golden Earring. The album was released in
1971, and reached No. 2 in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, the album
spent a total of 34 weeks on the albums chart, with the single "Take Your
Time" reaching No. 15. The album was originally released on both LP and
cassette format in 1971, on the Philips Label. There was a limited edition
monophonic LP pressing as well as a monophonic cassette version. The

band had only two vinyl re-releases on Philips: The original LP and an out of
print mono CD release in 1998. The band's latest album release was a re-
released version of the album on vinyl in 2003, only in the Netherlands. A
limited edition monophonic release was also released, only available via

mail order. Album history Following the release of c6a93da74d
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